
01-I Abbreviations
WORDS USED IN THE STRUCTURE OF SOUND PROSPERITY



Community Interest Circle 
vs political parties

Community Interest 
Circle
Replace political parties, with their
many different, and divided
goals. The Community Interest 
Circles ares focussing on that one
Interest.

They are represented in each
Circle, and members VOTE for the
Interest they want the most
attention.

CIC-Reps
Community Interest 
Representatives.

They are, in each Circle the
Representatives send out to the
higher Circle, up to the Council of
Circles and then to the Anchor 
Circle.

Kinds of Interest
Seven (Union) Councillors have
place in the Anchor Circle

�Health, Wealth, SPORT

�Home Affairs

�Education, Research

�Agriculture

�Business, Finance

�Environment, Energy, Transport

�Foreign Affairs



Union Circle = Congress

Anchor Circle
Seven Ministers for each of the
Interest Groups.

Each year one of the ministers is
the president. The oldest is the first
president.

Council of State
25 representors of the most active
countries.

Council of Circles
At least one representor of the
total of Community Interest Circles
in the Country. The Country  is
represented proportionally. Up to
100. (as of now Oct, 2019)



Circles

On each level of the organization, the Circles are representing the people. In all 
Circles Holacracy is practiced.

� Educator Circle

� Community Interest Circle

� City Circle

� Country Circle

� Continent Circle

� Council of Circles

� Council of State

� Union Circle



Educator Circles

� Educators have the task to educate newly interested people in Sound Prosperity and 
SPURT.

� They teach them a good mindset, so that they are valuable members of the Community 
of Interest (CoI) Circles.

� They can teach them to start working for Teams or businesses.

� After the members work, are educated and have a good mindset, they can be
registered and become a MySPURT account.

� Each SPURT Client, and SP member can choose to be a member of a CoI. They do not 
NEED to do that, but it might be helpful.

� For example: You are growing vegetables, you would want to become part of the
Agriculture CoI. If you live close to where that CoI is, you can move to that CoI, if not, you
can just be part, vote and share interest and advantages, but stay with the Educator.


